As modern network communication moves closer to being fully encrypted and hence less exposed to passive monitoring, traditional network measurements that rely on unencrypted fields in captured traffic provide less and less visibility into today’s network traffic. At the same time, approaches that use techniques from machine learning (ML) to extract subtle temporal and spatial patterns from encrypted packet-level traces have shown great promise in offsetting the lack of visibility due to encryption [1–3, 5–7, 10–15, 18, 23, 24].

Despite their promise, ML-based approaches often have a credibility problem that arises from the quality of underlying training data. Given the challenges of curating high-quality training data at scale, researchers typically end up collecting their own (or reusing existing third-party or synthetic) data, often from small-scale testbeds. Such data is generally of low quality as it is not representative of the target environment, collected over too short of a time period, or measured at too coarse of a granularity. The learning models trained using such data tend to be vulnerable to different failure modes that make them not credible [8]. This observation begs a fundamental question, how can we develop credible ML artifacts for managing encrypted network traffic?

This paper describes our ongoing efforts to enable researchers and practitioners to develop more credible ML artifacts by lowering the effort that is required for collecting more high-quality data for a wide range of learning problems from realistic and representative network environments.

1 PINOT
To answer the stated question, we argue for developing a representative open infrastructure where researchers can freely explore different data collection strategies (e.g., collecting the same type of data as some existing data from new networks) or flexibly perform new data collection experiments (i.e., reproducing existing experiments) to develop more credible ML-based solutions. Previous efforts [9] consider university campus networks as representative real-world infrastructures, mainly because of their scale, user base, and realistic nature of observed traffic.

At UCSB, we designed and implemented PINOT, a programmable data-collection infrastructure for collecting labeled data from the underlying production network. Being able to collect and curate such data sets aids the development of more credible ML models for different networking-related learning problems. For example, we have used this platform to curate labeled data sets to train learning models for inferring QoE metrics for various video streaming (e.g., YouTube, Twitch, etc.) and video conferencing applications (e.g., Google Meet); detecting traffic of interest for cybersecurity appliances (e.g., IDS); and performing device or application fingerprinting. We also used a combination of active and passive measurements to first find campus locations where devices experience large downstream RTT values and then identify a device, access point, or downlink as the main culprit for the observed large RTT. Being highly configurable, the platform allows us, for example, to collect data over extended periods of time, enabling the study of weekly, monthly, and seasonal trends or changes in traffic patterns.

2 PASSIVE DATA COLLECTION
To enable passive real-world traffic monitoring, PINOT supports data collection from the border gateway of the UCSB campus network. This data collection infrastructure relies primarily on PISA-based switches to ensure the passive collection of packet-level traffic traces in a privacy-preserving manner at scale. More concretely, for each incoming packet, the switch generates a cloned copy of the packet with randomized privacy-sensitive fields (e.g., IP addresses of end users on campus) and pruned payload fields, and then load-balances the output packet stream to a cluster of collection servers.
Each of these servers captures and stores anonymized packet headers for further analysis. We augment these packet traces by joining them with logs from various production appliances (e.g., Aruba’s AirMon, and Palo Alto’s MTA) to attach labels for learning problems.

To support active measurements, we deployed a fleet of network measurement devices across the campus and connected them to the public network infrastructure.

We used ARM64-based single-board computers Raspberry Pi 4, running a modified version of the Ubuntu Server that includes performance and security optimizations. Each device is powered either via Power-over-Ethernet or an outlet adapter to flexibly choose deployment locations across the campus. The choice of devices and OS enables us to run arbitrary network experiments, from simple ones such as pings to more complex scenarios such as synchronized simulations of network attacks.

To control these devices, we deployed a SaltStack configuration management system [22] with agents installed on our nodes. This system allows us to control nodes remotely, automatically deploy and start network experiments, and collect produced artifacts remotely. SaltStack’s agent-based approach is also particularly well suited for NAT-based network environments so that devices can be deployed without publicly available addresses. We also use our netunicorn platform [17] to implement network experiments and seamlessly switch between physical infrastructures and virtual alternatives (e.g., Containernet [19] or clouds).

We deployed these devices across UCSB’s campus where the university operates a campus-wide Wi-Fi infrastructure for all students, available via access points in each building and facility of the university. During the deployment, we connect our nodes to both wired access ports and the public Wi-Fi network, sharing the network connection with all university students. This allows us to mimic a typical network user in the campus network and obtain instances of representative real-world measurements from different physical locations and under a range of different network conditions.

During the first phase of our deployment, we identified the most populated and traffic-heavy areas within the campus (e.g., student dormitories, libraries, university centers, and dining halls). In total, we deployed over 50 devices in these locations that are now online and allow us to perform various measurement experiments and tests. We also provided each device with a QR code that links to a device portal where we provide different statistics and results of background measurements to other users at this location.

4 DISCUSSION & FUTURE RESEARCH

To further democratize ML-based networking research [9], we made the PINOT platform publicly available. We offer access to the platform based on principles of fair and responsible usage. Compared to existing alternatives [4, 16], we support arbitrary experiments and allow to implement them with the netunicorn platform.

Users are able to leverage PINOT’s active and passive data collection capabilities separately or in combination. While passively collected data has limitations (i.e., lack of payload and sensitive headers), it could be used for enriching labeled datasets with unlabeled user traffic or comparing captured traffic from multiple vantage points to investigate different latency issues or network anomalies.

At the same time, our use of an existing campus network infrastructure constrains the type of data collection scenarios that PINOT can support. For example, we cannot support specific data collection scenarios such as data-center-oriented traffic collections or efforts that presume a particular type of network connectivity.

We encourage and make it possible for all users to participate in the platform development, either by receiving a physical node or by hosting a virtual node using our provided Docker container. Virtual nodes entail only minimal configuration efforts, require no special permissions, and only assume basic Internet access.

We maintain a project website [21] where we share information about the project, including details of our current installation at UCSB and up-to-date statistics and meta-data webpages for each deployed device. For network experimenters and developers, we also share the OpenAPI endpoint [20] for our raw network data and detailed information on node location for more controlled and automated node selection for measurements.

Our ongoing and future research efforts focus on increasing the coverage within our campus network. We also plan to improve the flexibility of our network setup to provide more capabilities for potential network experiments by adding options to redirect the required traffic from our nodes through a single controlled routing point to implement different traffic-shaping solutions or emulate a range of network conditions and scenarios.
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